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I DATE I TIME I SHOW# I TOPICS 

04/03/1.l- 25:00 1201 SO, WHAT'S THIS AFFORDABLE HEALTH CARE THING 
04/09/11 WE'VE BEEN HEARING ABOUT? 

Childhood Obesity In Holyoke :3 - Keeping The Momentum 
Sing And I Shall Hear 

04/10/11- 25:0() 1202 AUTISM SOLUTIONS - Part 1 
04/16/11 Autism Solutions - Part 2 

Libyan Refugees Get Help From Their Neighbors 
04/17/ll- 2s:oo 1203 DIABETES EXPOS 2011 
04/23/11 Talkin' Autism In The Hudson FValley 

Sesame SCiuare 
04/24/11- 25:00 1204 FIGHTING CANCER IN KIDS 
04/30/11 Live Organ Donati6n - Part 1 

Live Organ Donation - Part 2 
The Incredible, Ancl Inedible, Gooseberry 

05/01/11- 25:()() 1205 NOW HEAR THIS! 
05/07/11 The Stuttering Speech Pathologists 

Michael O'Donnell - Living On The Spectrum 
05/08/11- 25:00 1206 DOCTOR "DATA MINING" GOES TO THE SUPREMES 
05/14-/11 Is Informed Consent Enough? - Part 1 

ls Informed Consent Enough? - Part 2 
05/15/11- 25:00 1207 RATING THE MOST POPULAR DIETS 
05/21/11 Low Fat Or Low Carbs - Which Is Better? 
05/22/11- 25:00 1208 DIVINING WITHOUT SEEDS 
05/28/11 Promoting Male Circumcision To Slow The Spread Of AIDS 

ARicle In A Kenyan Ambulance 
05/29/11- · 25:()() 1209 UNDERSTANDING NANO-MEDICINE Part 1 
0ti/04/11 Nano-Medicine Part 2 

Where Are All The Chinese Women? 
06/05/1.l- 25:()() 1210 A BITTERSWEET SEASON - Caring For Our Aging Parents 
06/11/11 And Ourselves .. 

A Bittersweet Season - Part 2 
A Visit With The Surgeon General 

()(:)/12/11- 25:()() 1211 THE CONGRESSWOMAN'S BRAIN SURGEON 
06/18/11 The Congresswoman's Brain Surgeon - Part 2 

A California Clinic On Wheels 
06/19/11- 2s:oo 1212 YOU ARE NOT YOUR BRAIN 
06/25/11 Philadelphia Knee-Dom 

The Remaking Of Culion Island 
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04/07/11 25:()() 

04/14/1.1 25:00 

04/21/11 25:00 

04/28/11 25:00 

05/05/11 25:()() 

05/12/11 25:00 

1134 

1135 

1136 

1137 

11:38 

11:39 

Critical thinking. This week, 51 % has a report from 
Tibet - where citizens are trying to make some tough 
decisions. We also have some thoughts on: Earth Day 
and feminism; questioning the need for finance books for 
women; and a defense of the airport pat down. 
In today's show, looking for ancestors. It's a growing 
industry, facilitated by the Internet. Also this week, 
more about women who've shaken things up. And why a 
new stove can make all the difference. 
April 28th is take your son or daughter to work day. It's 
a chance for children to see how their parents spend 
their day, and an opportunity for co-workers to meet 
families. Also this week, where family leave laws may 
fall short. And part one of Gilles Malkine's series of 
profiles of women in history. 
This week, a look at safe school construction around the 
world to help save lives from natural disasters. Then, a 
report on a Liberian woman who has made it her life's 
work to lift Liberia out of poverty, one woman at a time. 
And Gille Malkine presents another in a series of women 
history profiles. 
Mother's Day may be about giving mom a break from the 
kitchen, and maybe getting her some flowers. But in this 
week's 51%, a guest explains that the US version of the 
holiday was originally a day born of feminism and the 
anti-war movement. We also speak with Joan Libby 
Hawk, a Special Advisor to UN Women and UN Global 
Compact about their Women's Empowerment Principles 
partnership initiative. 
It's all business this week on 51 %. We feature a 
discussion on how public-private partnerships are 
working to get more opportunities for women in the 
business world. Plus, the fallout from the problems at 
the Grameen Bank. And personal finance expert Manisha 
Thakor has more immediate concerns about women's 
financial futures. 
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The US is a nation under stress. That stress can make 
people sick. This week, 51 % reports on the health 
effects foreclosure can have on families. Marianne 
Schnall comments in "Daring to Be Ourselves." Also, 
turning ideas about race on their head in South Africa, 
and what happened to Hollywood's first sex symbol? 
That population bulge known as the Baby Boomers is 
aging - and it's creating concerns not only about Social 
Security and health services, but about the strain on 
assisted living facilities and nursing homes. This week's 
51 % features a report from Florida, where an 
investigative report turns up some frightening, and 
apparently not uncommon, stories of seniors who were 
neglected to death. 
The Arab Spring has created rising pressure for Israel, 
with Palestinian protests against the Israeli occupation 
growing, and reports of protesters killed by Israeli 
soldiers. This week, 51 % speaks with an Israeli writer 
whose book focuses on non-violent protesters on both 
sides of the border. 
The self help book business has never been better. As 
world events get more disturbing, more people turn to 
so-called experts to try to find the answers to 
fundamental questions like "what is life all about?" This 
week, 51% reprises an interview with Woodstock writer 
Marta Szabo, whose search for answers took her to an 
ashram in India. She did find enlightenment, but not the 
kind you might expect. 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math - known as 
STEM - is a field that is still dominated by men. This 
week, 51% features a report on a program that's 
teaching poor women in India to become experts in a 
cutting edge technology. 
In this 51 %, we interview herbalist and author Susun 
Weed, who says it's time to take back control of our 
health and put pharmaceuticals and surgery in their 
proper place. Also this week, food rebels and urban 
gardeners. Plus, a group of ladies explain why their 
garden keeps them young. 

http://us.mc817 .mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessa12:e?sMid= 1 &fid=%2540~%?S40~P.Arl'.h&fi1 71r.nn 11 
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04/04/11 25:00 10~• 5 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and SUNY 
Albany Professor Rosemary Armao discuss the most influential news 
organizations, why NBC didn't report on GE not paying taxes, a top Fox 
News executive admits lying about Obama, and much more. 

04/11/11 25:()() 1036 Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Daily Freeman Publisher Ira 
Fusfeld, and SUNY Albany Professor Rosemary Armao discuss Katie 
Courie leaving CBS, why evening news anchors no longer matter, whether 
the FBI had a mole in ABC news in 1990, and much more. 

04/17/11 25:00 10~17 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and SUNY 
Albany Professor Rosemary Armao dissect journalism education, think 
tanks and how they're described on NPR, your letters and much more. 

04/24/11 25:00 1038 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld, and Times-
Union editor Rex Smith discuss print circulation rising in India, the 
Pulitzers, a controversy surrounding Roger Ailes, and much more. 

05/01/11 25:00 103\:l WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and SUNY 
Albany Professor Rosemary Armao discuss the birther issue, Wikileaks, 
your letters and more. 

05/08/11 25:00 1040 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld, and Times-
Union Editor Rex Smith discuss whether the Osama Bin Laden photos 
should be published, what was said at the White House Correspondence 
Dinner about the Huffington Post, and much more. 

05/15/11 25:00 1041 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and SUNY 
Albany Professor Rosemary Armao discuss Steve Krofts interview with 
President Obama on 60 Minutes, an economic case for more women in 
global Journalism, a new low in trying to buy coverage, and much more. 

05/23/11 25:()() 1042 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld, and Times-
Union Editor Rex Smith discuss French watchdog reins in media coverage 
of IMF chief, Seattle Mayor tells local stations to back off, how to start your 
own newspaper, and more. 

05/;30/11 25:()() 1043 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and SUNY 
Albany Professor Rosemary Armao discuss the ethics of perp walks, 
whether to pay for information, and much more. 

06/05/11 25:()() 1044 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld, and Times-
Union Editor Rex Smith discuss more about the perp walk, coverage of 
Congressman Anthony Weiner, your letters and more. 

06/12/11 25:00 1045 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and SUNY 
Albany Professor Rosemary Armao discuss coverage of Congressman 
Anthony Weiner, Chicago Tribune readers question failure to mention race 
in attacks, your letters and more. 

06/20/11 25:00 1046 Times-Union Editor Rex Smith, Daily Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld, and 
Saint Rose Professor Paul Conti discuss a new FCC report, paying for the 
news, literallv, and much more. 

0G/28/11 25:()() 1047 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Times-Union Editor Rex Smith, and Saint Rose 
Professor Paul Conti discuss a money blurt, John Stewart appears on Fox, 

httn://us.mc817 .mail.vahoo.com/mc/showMessau:e?sMid=O&fid=%2540S%2540Search&fil... 7/6/2011 
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DATE I TIME I SHOW # I TOPIC 

04/04/11 2s:oo 1072 Educators agree on the need to emphasize science 
curriculum. TBOOK speaks with a leading scientist from 
MIT and about this and about his research from The Great 
Oxidation Event, some 2.4 billion years ago. Then, state 
educators partner to try and produce more science and 
engineering majors. And our Academic Minute professor 
explores the mystery of the galaxies. 

04/1.1./11 2s:oo 1073 Astrobiologists deflect claim of alien life found in meteorite 
and instead tackle the "hot" topic of climate change and 
origin of life. Then we get an inside look at how hundreds 
of thousands of students are competing for only a few 
openings at top science universities. Plus our Academic 
Minute professor explains how scientists struggle to make 
themselves understood by the general public. 

04/18/11 25:()() 1074 A university hopes to alter the financial culture of higher 
education by slashing its prices 10%. Then, with teachers' 
unions facing challenges, we hear about a labor-
management meeting sponsored by the U.S. Department of 
Education. Plus, our Academic Minute professor discusses 
why students with dyslexia often turn to art as a means of 
expression. 

04/25/11 25:oo 1075 TBOOK speaks with one university president who believes 
current economic realities should force higher education to 
discontinue the high tuition, high discount, merit-aid 
model. Then, the NEA launches a program to help teachers 
and parents work with children with autism. Plus, our 
Academic Minute professor explains the importance of 
imagination in children. 

05/02/11 25:00 1076 How students understand the world is changing through 
the use of a new book series, which includes "If America 
Were a Village." We speak with author, David Smith. Then, 
we present a guest commentary with another vision of 
education, called "The 21st Century Teacher." And, our 
Academic Minute professor talks about the early work of 
Dr. Seuss. 

05/09/11 2s:oo 1077 We celebrate the 10th anniversary of Introduce a Girl to 
Engineering Day. We also mark the 16th year of ENTRY 
POINT!, a paid internship program which helps guide 
young women into engineering education and careers. 
Then, we visit a village where the entire population uses 
sign language, though not all of them are deaf or hard of 

http:/ /us.mc817 .mail.vahoo.com/mc/showMessai!e?sMid=3&fid=%2540S%?.540SeHrch&fil 7 /f./?O 11 
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hearing. And our Academic Minute professor discusses 
student's different learning styles. 

05/16/11 25:()() 1078 During this International Year of Chemistry, we'll hear why 
it's important to improve chemistry's image and educate 
about potential threats. Also, our guest commentator this 
week relates how science employers and educators need 
to work together. And our Academic Minute professor 
discusses the merger of science and the performing arts. 

05/23/11 25:00 1079 In this edition, we'll tell you what IYC-11 stands for, and 
about global-wide science activities for students going on 
right now. Then, the Education Department forecasts the 
rate for failing schools to skyrocket this year to a 
whopping 8.2%. And our Academic Minute professor 
discusses campus violence. 

05/130/11 25:00 1080 Hear how you can become a Planet Hunter, just like the 
scientists we feature on this show. There's exciting new 
discoveries of Earth-size planets just being revealed. 
Then, our Academic Minute professor explains how 
scientists are calculating the amount of water in Earth's 
own global ecosystem. And we'll have some closing 
comments on graduation. 

06/06/11 25:00 1081 Scientists need a calculator to start tallying up all the 
Earth-size planets being discovered around other suns. We 
have the latest numbers in that count. Then, our Academic 
Minute professor explains the importance of single-celled 
organisms. Plus, a U.S. Senator keynotes an Autism 
Tomorrow Conference to boost support for the Combating 
Autism Act renewal. 

06/13/11. 25:00 1082 "Th€~ King' Speech" movie wins a ton ofawards and calls 
important attention to the stuttering speech disorder. We 
have two reports, plus the very latest research. Then, we 
visit a country where many of the children are unable to 
read and write their own language. And our Academic 
Minute professor looks at the brain of an octopus through 
the eyes of a ohilosooher. 

06/20/11 25:()() 1083 Recent college graduates are encouraged by Secretaries 
Sebelius and Duncan to take advantage of the new health 
care law, by staying on their parent's .insurance policy. 
Then, we look at big money and power politics in higher 
education. And, our Academic Minute professor explains 
how audio files are being used to improve communication 
between professors and distance learners. 

06/27/11 2s:oo 1084 We kick the show off by hearing from this year's National 
Teacher of the Year, Michelle Shearer. Then, a new 
survey reveals a segment of our population where 79% of 
the people remain unemployed. And our Academic Minute 
professor explains the unique challenges faced by today's 
veterans as they enter colleges and universities. 

http://us.mc817.mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessage?sMid=3&fid=%2540S%2540Search&fil... 7/6/2011 
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I DATE I TIME ,~,HOW# !TOPICS 

25:00 

25:00 

.25:00 

25:00 

25:00 

08/07/11- 25:00 
08/13/11 

08/14/11- 25:00 
08/20/11 

08/21/11- 25:00 
08/27/11 

08/28/11- 25:00 
09/03/11 

09/04/11- 25:00 
09/10/11 

09/11/11- 25:00 
09/17/1.1 

09/18/11- 25:00 
09/24/11 

09/25/11- 25:00 
10/01/11 

1217 

1218 

1219 

1220 

1221 

1222 

1223 

1224 

1225 

1226 

INVESTIG 

TRAFFIC IS MAKING US SICK! 
PCBs In The Housatonic River 
MEDICAL IDENTITY THEFT 

· Uganda Needs Surgeons 
The Real Ice Man Cometh 

N FLORIDA -Part 1 

DO YOU REALLY NEED SINUS SURGERY? 
Anti-Smoking Campaigns Getting $nuffed Out 
Mail Order Lab Tests - A Good Idea? 
BACK TO SCHOOL: Back To School - Lunch Wars 
Back To School - Asthma 
Back To School - Diabetes 
Back To School - Vaccines 
THE EMPEROR OF ALL MALADIES - PART 1 
The Emperor Of All Maladies - Part 2 
Let The Music Play 
FIXING SEX - Part 1 
Fixing Sex - Part 2 
Abortion Training Waning 
GETTING THE DOPE ON DOPING - Part 1 
Anti-Doping Tests - Part 2 
The Street Shrink 
GOTCHEMO? 
The Case For Minimally Invasive Spinal Surgery 
Unwed Mothers In Korea Face An Uphill Battle 
EASING A CHILD'S MIND 
Straight Talk About Dyslexia - Part 1 
Straight Talk About Dyslexia - Part 2 
Laughter Therapy In South Africa 
POST 9-11 STRESS DISORDER 
Color You Healthy 
The Breast Book - Vol 5 

http://us.mc8 l 7 .mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessage?sMid=94&filterBy=&.rand=68 l 91298... 10/6/2011 
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7/07/11 25:00 114 

25:00 114 

A recent study Ii s shown a link between some anti-depressants and 
increased risks of a'ncers in women. 51 % int duces a new feature -
Alive and Kicking - ith more information the study, and what it O i # 
means. Op..;,,.. 
Summer is here, and ny of us cannot ait for th t once a year trip to J.\i / /) 
the beach. But living by e sea can b a hard life. This .week's 51 % / 1 ,/G. 
reports on a small fishing own whi 

1--:-.,...,.Jl-'."-:1:-"".""-+-:--....,--c--'---+-+-:-,-+:---1rf~ig~h~t~t~o~s~a~v~e~i~t.=-----,--""T"--:t'----J~4'.t-J~-,~-A~-.lF'lrl"l'fl!::._.-,<-I/'/ 
25:00 The recession has added to t e mancial essures on o e of t e /. / 

25:00 

08/04/11 25:00 1151 

08/11/11 25:00 1152 

08/18/11 25:00 1153 

08/25/11 25:00 1154 

09/01/11 25:00 1155 

services we take for granted: e US Mail. The Internet has cut deeply 
into the Postal Service's tr itio I market - and another hike in the 

trick. So the Postal Service plans to 
close post offices. Thi eek, 51% amines what that means to some 
rural communities a ected by the pla . 
We've all been ta ht the importance o studying history. There are 
always lesson o be learned from the p t. This week, 51 % features a 
profile of a orld War II journalist and wr er whose writings have a lot 
to offer reaciers in a time of global turmoil. 
ln New York, Governor Cuomo's answer to the medical marijuana 
question has evolved from "No way", to "we'll see". New Jersey recently 
approved a strictly regulated medical marijuana program. This week 
51 % explores not just the medical marijuana issue, but the question of 
how to cope with chronic illness. 51%'s wellness correspondent is 
featured this week with the author of a book about finding joy despite 
the stresses and challenges of physical limitations. 
If you've taken a vacation this summer from work - or had a nice 
weekend with your family, do you know why you should thank a little old 
lady who died more than eighty years ago? Today, 51 % features a 
profile of one of the feistiest ladies in American history. 
Polls taken after the long drawn out debt ceiling battle showed that 49% 
of Americans didn't like the final deal - and one in five thought it 
wouldn't do arwthing to address the growing US debt. It's yet another 
slam for Washington, with a growing sense that there's a disconnect 
between voters and the people elected to represent them. This week, 
51 % reports on an. effort to remind us that politicians are, after all, just 
people. 
With all of the upheaval in the world, it. can sometimes feel 
overwhelming. And yet we know that change is probably the one thing 
we can always count on. So the question is how to cope with it? Today, 
51 % features a guest who wants you to think of change as an 
opportunity. 
Buddhist philosophy teaches that compassion is the road to 
enlightenment. That journey is one that fascinates two New York 
filmmakers. Jenny Stein and James La Veck are the founders of Tribe of 
Heart - a non-profit that has made two award winning documentaries 
about people whose lives have been transformed by compassion for 

http:/ /us.mc817.mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessage?sMid= 1 0&filterBy=unread&.rand=l 42... 10/6/2011 
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animals. Today on 51%, Jenny Stein talks about how that transformation 
can happen ... and its role in today's world. 

09/08/11 25:00 1156 Stories of turning the September 11th tragedy, ten years ago into 
positive action. Plus, the artist who did her work at the nation's capitol. 

09/22/11 25:00 1158 We hear how the economy has affected animal shelters, why Woodstock, 
NY is being the it place for indie movie premiers, and Gilles Malkine has 
this week's profile of women in history. 

09/29/11 25:00 1159 We hear a firsthand account of the damage wrought on small New York 
towns from Hurricanes Irene and Lee, then we get thoughts from 
California on a controversial method of accessing natural gas which 
poses a threat to the water we drink. And Manisha Thakor explains why 
the 77 11 effect could decimate your retirement income. 

http://us.mc8 l 7 .mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessage?sMid=l 0&filterBy=unread&.rand= 142... I 0/6/2011 
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08/01/11 25:00 1052 

08/06/11 25:00 1053 

08/15/11 25:00 1054 

os122111 25:00 1055 

08/29/11 25:00 1056 

09/05/11 25:00 1057 

09/12/11 25:00 1058 

09/19/11 25:00 1059 

WAMC's Al Chartock, Albany Times ion Editor Rex Smith, and 
SUNY Alban Professor Rosemary Ar ao discuss what reporter 
questions ma be inappropriate, the wer of investigative 

_ journalism, yo r letters and more. 
WAMC's Alan artock, Albany 1:· es Union ditor ex Smith, and 
SUNY Albany P fessor Rosero y Ar ao d" s uss Rupert Mu dock 
and the developi hacking sc ndal. 
WAMC's Alan Cha tock, Alb y Times nion E itor Rex Smith, and 
Daily Freeman Pub · her Ir, Fusfeld discuss the continuing Murdoch 
phone hacking scan l, t e loss of beat reporting in TV news, the 
worst news story eve ublished, and much more. 
WAMC's Alan Charto Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
SUNY Albany Profe sor osemary Armao discuss the continuing 
Murdoch scandal, hethe we actually need the tabloids, your 

~ 

letters and more 
WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Associate Editor Mike 
Spain, and Daily Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss issues 
confronting the media. · 
WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
Daily Freeman publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss why affluent readers' 
prefer print, whether youngsters should go into journalism, and the 
outsourcing of copy editing duties at major newspapers. 
W AMC's Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld, and 
WTEN Anchor Lydia Kulbida discuss a new social media unit in the 
NYPD, whether journalists should be allowed to report on the death 
of American soldiers, your letters and much more 
WAMC's Alan Chartock, Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and Daily 
Gazette Managing Editor Judy Patrick discuss the ethics of 
interviewing young people, how the media handled the Iowa straw 
poll, and much more. 
WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
Daily Freeman publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss unions in the newspaper 
business, whether we need the Fairness Doctrine, and much more. 
WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
University at Albany Professor and investigative journalist 
Rosemary Armao discuss Hurricane Irene coverage, brave 
reporters, and much more. 
WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
Daily Freeman publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss a letter about storm 
coverage of Tropical Storm Irene, a new merger between major 
newspaper companies, the digital age and it's affect on the media 
landscape, and much more. 
WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
University at Albany Professor and investigative journalist 

http://us.mc817 .mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessage?sMid= 1 0&filterBy=unread&.rand= 144... 10/6/2011 
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Rosemary Armao discuss CNN and the Tea Party debate, why 
journalists are not covering the famine in Africa, the latest on 
Rupert Murdoch and phone hacking, and much more. 

09/26/11 25:00 1060 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Daily Freeman publisher Ira Fusfeld, and 
WTEN Anchor Lydia Kulbida discu.ss where teens get there news 
today, what Ira Glass said about fact-based reporting, Al Sharpton 
on MSNBC, and much more. 

10/03/11 25:00 1061 Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Daily Gazette Managing 
Editor Judy Patrick, and St. Rose Professor Paul Conti discuss 
impolite comments on the web, which media people turn to most, 
Andy Rooney's last commentary, and much more. 

http:/ /us.mc8 l 7.mail.yahoo.com/mc/showMessage?sMid= 1 0&filterBy9Ulread&.rand= 144... 10/6/2011 
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DATE I TIME I SHOW # I TOPIC 

07/04/11 25:00 Opening billboard, education headli s, new Autism survey 
yields igher Autism numbers, Auti m is higher education, twins 
researc reveals some possible ca ses of Autism, Living with 
Autism an manipulating atoms al on this w ek' s The B st of f ~ 
Our Knowl ge. . 

i---+.-1-:--i--,----+-\---1---!-=-~~---+--J~~~ 
07 1 1/11 25:00 Technology 1 Education this w ek. e hear about iPad usage JI) 

07 8/11 25:00 

j 

11 25:00 

08/01/11 25:00 1089 

08/08/11 25:00 1090 

08/15/11 25:00 1091 

03;22111 25:00 1092 

from Pre-K to ollege. Then a vances in sm~tRh2nJ3s arec711./ f< 
allowing them t become mor widely used ~dlntHt~ leveis of 
academia. Our A demic Mi te professor talks about the new f //. 
set of challenges i formati n technology is posing for college - . 
graduates entering e w kplace. And our guest commentator 
advocates an overha f the way the U.S. educates talent. 
Ancient rock records lp a Boston College research professor 
add more pieces to t uzzle about the origins of life. Then, 
our Academic Minu pr fessor uncovers the roots of plant 
evolution. And, w close ith a guest essay on Summer 
Vacation. 

up in the sky, wanting to know 
arn more details from a scientist

edu_cator. T en, this week's cademic Minute professor explains 
professors are a: tering their teaching methods. 

And, we ear about science books for young people from earlier 
centuries. 
Education Secretary Arne Duncan and President Barack Obama 
urge Congress to replace No Child Left Behind this summer. We 
also hear from controversial education reform advocate, 
Michelle Rhee. And this week's Academic Minute professor 
provides a glimpse into the inner workings of the bilingual mind. 
TBOOK begins its special three-part series looking at the 
world's top education system and comparing it to the U.S. Then, 
we turn our attention to another country, where teaching and 
vocational training is being sold on the streets. And, this week's 
Academic Minute professor explores the necessity of 
incorporating environmental sustainability into business and 
public policy degrees. 
Our TBOOK exclusive series on the number one ranked 
education system in the world continues. What lessons can we 
learn to help inform the U.S. reform efforts? Then, we visit a 
state that's adding charter schools as part of its education 
reform strategy, And this week's Academic Minute professor 
looks at causes for recent violent behavior among young girls. 
We put a wrap on our exclusive special series on education 
reform, comparing U.S. education with top ranked education 
systems around the world. Then, Bill Nye, "The Science Guy'' is 
here to talk about the importance of science. Plus, this week's 
Academic Minute professor discusses a disagreement over 
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reforms to science education in the U.S. 
08/29/11 25:00 1093 This week, TBOOK begins its commemorations of the 10th 

anniversary of the September 11th attacks. A New York City 
history professor who lived through that day remembers it for 
us. Then, we also hear how poetry helped reassure students 
after the 9/11 attacks. Plus another professor reports on the 
after effect of 9/11 on campuses across the U.S. 

09/05/11 25:00 1094 Our commemoration of the tenth anniversary of September 11th 
continues. We learn that 87% of families of killed or wounded 
veterans do not qualify for federal educational benefits. Then 
we look at student post-traumatic stress disorders after 9/11. 
Plus what about children's books in the wake of 9/11? And our 
Academic Minute professor explains "Pi Day." 

09/12/11 25:00 1095 It's back to school! We remember what it was like after 9/11. 
Then we have a guest essay on Back to School and the End of 
Summer. Also, a group of professionals talk about building safer 
schools. And this week's Academic Minute professor discusses 
the dangers repeated concw;;sions pose to school athletes. 

09/19/11 25:00 1096 Do molecules from outer space hold the key to discovering how 
Earth and humans evolved? Then, this week's Academic Minute 
professor explains the similarity between molecules and Legos. 
Plus, an educational advocate from Boston's Museum of Science 
talks with us about the importance of diversity in science. 

09/26/11 2s:oo 1097 New telescopes are opening a new world for scientists to 
explore, helping us learn how planets and people are made. 
Then, this week's Academic Minute professor discusses the 
importance of scale in astronomy. And, our guest essay 
describes "Going Back to School Via the Solar System." 

10/3/11 25:00 1098 It's National Disability Employment Awareness Month. We look 
at programs to help educate blind and visually impaired students 
in science and technology, Then this week's Academic Minute 
professor explains why nanopartides could make things better. 
Plus, unbelievably, 200,000 residents in the nation's capital lack 
basic literacy skills. 

,., ..• , .. ,., ..•. ., ............. , .... ,,, ..... ,. ...... .,., .. , ..... "'· .. " .......... ,, ... , .. ,, .. ·•·"""'"''""''""'"''' .... ,., ............................... , . .,, 
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10/06/2011 25:00 1160 Th1s week - some tough women A pioneer in the music business, a 
woman defying the government in Liberia, and a Native American 
woman who navigated two cultures. 

10/13/2011 25:00 1161 This week we hear about cutting funding for the arts; how to recover 
after divorce; and we find out how to plan for retirement. 

10/20/2011 25:00 1162 Have you ever wondered what life in 3D is like? We'll chat with one of 
the pioneers in 3D film plus remembering Kenya's pillar of strength, 
and a writer who had a knack for getting in her characters' heads. It's 
this week on 51%. 

10/27/2011 25:00 1163 This week we talk about making our dreams a reality; why spicy food 
is just what the doctor ordered, and should you pay more, or less, for a 
house with an invisible resident? 

11/03/2011 25:00 1164 This week on 51% well talk about how our nation's roads, dams and 
bridges are crumbling, and take a look at our infrastructure's report 
card. Plus, we'll hear about the "witch of Wall Street". 

11/10/2011 25:00 1165 Coming up this week ... Just who are those people who are occupying 
wall street and joining in .around the globe? We'll hear just one of 
millions of stories from the people who say they're the 99 percent. 
Plus what a hundred days in Juneau Alaska will teach you. 

11/17/2011 25:00 1166 Coming up this week: All things are not equal when it comes to 
cancer. .. working to equalize access to treatment, and why hard work 
isn't enough if you want to get ahead at work. 

11/24/2011 25:00 1167 Coming up this week: Getting the money out of politics ... A proposal to 
solve multiple problems that is within reach, plus using a legendary 
name to help artists in need. 

12/01/11 25:00 1168 Coming up this week: Democracy through the eyes of the Occupy 
Movement - we'll hear from some of the people whose occupation has 
put a city at odds with a state, and hear why women's voices might be 
what are needed to solve our global issues. Plus, a profile of a singer-
songwriter legend. 

12/08/11 25:00 1169 As you plan your holiday meals - the economy, and your health - will 
benefit by one simple choice. This week we look at reclaiming our food 
and how your employer might help with your commuting costs. Plus, 
there may be a way for you to save money at the gas pump - and all 
you have to do is ask. And we'll find out why moving out of the country 
may be the best possible career move for a woman. 

12/15/11 25:00 1170 Peace - it's something we say we want, yet it's in short supply in 
today's world. This week we hear how one woman's spreading the 
message one honk at a time. Plus, we'll get closer to the issue of 
pepper spray, and speak with a music legend whose career began with 

f a call for peace. 
12/22/11 25:00 1171 It's time for holiday gatqerings - and stress. This week on 51 %, we get 

some advice to help us defuse the drama, plus some illegal gift giving 
12/29/11 25:00 1172 This week we'll a place where science and traditional herbalism meet. 

Plus, we'll revisit the issue of body image, and look at the dangers of 
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our personal electronics - that and much on more on 51 % the women's 
perspective. 
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9/30/11 25:00 1226 Has anyone really gotten over 9-11? It's been ten years since the 
attacks but every time those images are flashed on TV .. .it almost 
feels like yanking a bandage off an unhealed wound. For some, the 
memories can be extremely painful. On this week's Health Show a 
story about 9-11 and PTSD. We'll also find out how hospitals are 
using color to speed the healing process. And we'll hear from Dr. 
Susan Love about the new edition of her Breast Book. 

10/07 /11 25:00 1227 On th~s week's Health Show we'll talk to one of the authors of 
"Invasion of the Prostate Snatchers" ... and try to find out just how 
much fighting you should do against the disease. Then we'll talk to a 
woman who runs a camp for cancer patients and survivors ... and 
who's new project shows us breast cancer survivors wearing a 
smile ... and a little paint. 

10/14/11 25:00 1228 Even the most powerful man in the world needs a check up now and 
then. And one thing is for sure ... when the President of the United 

i States needs a doctor, he doesn't have to worry about house calls. 
On this week's Health Show, we'll hear from Dr. Connie Mariano a 
Navy Rear Admiral who spent nine years as the doctor in chief. Then 
we'll hear about a grueling race across the country that can test the 
health and endurance of even the strongest specimen. 

10/21/11 25:00 1229 In 1970, a group of feminists got together and published a 136 page 
booklet called "Women and Their Bodies". On this week's Health 
Show, we'll talk to a member of that original group about the new 
edition. We'll also learn about Sjogren's Syndrome ... a rare condition 
that can leave a patient dry and searching for answers. And we'll 
visit a woman who brings heavenly music to hospital rooms. 

10/28/11 25:00 1230 On this week's Health Show we'll hear about the growing importance 
of nurse practitioners in the health care system. We'll also learn 
about new efforts from the American Diabetes Association to bring 
important information to people who are newly diagnosed with the 
disease. And we'll hear about the stars of the nationwide Step Out 
walks to fight diabetes. 

11/04/11 25:00 1231 · The good news is: we're all living longer. That includes cancer 
survivors. Since the early 70s the number of cancer survivors living 
in the US has increased fourfold, and that number is expected to go 
up significantly in the next 10 years. On this week's Health Show 
we'll hear about a new report on the growing number of aging cancer 
survivors. We'll also visit a hospice in a remote region of Israel. .. and 
talk to a naturopath and radio host about a new report on vitamin e 
and prostate cancer. 

11/11/11 2s:oo 1232 On this week's Health Show ... an update on health care reform. We'll 
also learn about a state of the art prosthetic leg called the C-Leg, 
and hear from a patient who uses one. And we'll find out where 
being a witch doctor is a smart business move. 

11/18/11 2s:oo 1233 Over 100 million people in the US suffer from chronic pain. The 
thing about pain is: no one can see it. So unless you are suffering 
from an obvious trauma, a proper diagnosis takes time and effort 
and, sometimes, a little faith. On this week's Health Show we'll have 
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a discussion about pain. What causes it, how it's treated ... and how 
that treatment can effect your life and relationships. 

11/25/11 25:QQ 1234 There are few topics as controversial in the US as race. Combine 
1hat with bio-ethics and a cutting edge author and you have a 
provocative book that is already making waves. On this week's 
Health Show ... a conversation with that author who says health care 
officials may be practicing racial profiling. And once you get all 
stressed out about that topic, we'll talk to another author ... and hear 
how she says meditation can help you relax and find Real Happiness. 

12/02/11 25:00 1235 On this week's Health Show, we'll learn about cancer stem cells ... and 
how they may be a key to finding cures. We'll also learn about an 
organization that tries to match cancer patients with clinical 
trials ... and remember the series we ran on assisted living centers in 
Florida? We'll hear about the aftermath of those investigative 
reports. 

12/09/11 25:QQ 1236 On this week's Health Show, the growing problem of counterfeit 
pharmaceuticals. We'll also hear what is becoming an unfortunate 
holiday tradition: a story about unsafe toys in the marketplace. And 
some cell phone users are saying "We've got an app for fat". 

12/16/11 25:00 1237 You could be the strongest person on the face of the Earth ... that 
wouldn't protect you from the effects of a stroke. Granted, actor 
Kevin Sorbo only played the strongest man on the face of the Earth 
on the TV show Hercules ... but you get the point. On this week's 
Health Show, a conversation with Kevin Sorbo about the strokes that 
changed his life. We'll also meet an Australian who is called "the man 
with the golden arm" ... and how his blood has saved over two million 
babies' lives. 

12/23/11 25:00 1238 On this week's Health Show .. .let the reruns begin! We'll hear the 
from one of the author's of the book Breakthrough ... the story of the 

\ 
search for insulin in the early 20th century and how it changed not 
only medical history ... but presidential history, too. And we'll find out 
the very latest in hearing technology available now ... and what may 
be around in the futl.lfe. I'm Dr. Nina Sax. 

12/30/11 25:00 1239 On this week's Health Show, it's our favorite stories of the year. 
We'll hear about the problem of medical identity theft, visit a clinic 
on wheels in a low income neighborhood in the northwest and revisit 
the unique medical issues of a certain group of aging baby boomers; 
Plus commentary on the evolving ethics of genetic testing. 
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10/03/11 25:00 1061 Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, Daily Gazette Managing Editor Judy 
Patrick, and St. Rose Professor Paul Conti discuss impolite comments on 
the web, which media people turn to most, Andy Rooney's last commentary, 
and much more. 

10/09/11 25:00 1062 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
University at Albany Professor and investigative journalist Rosemary 
Armao discuss media coverage of the Occupy Wall Street protests, a 
survey that finds many don't trust the press, your letters and much more. 

10/17/11 25:00 1063 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and Daily 
Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss MIT researchers aim to create a 
nutritional label for your news diet,' the latest news on Rupert Murdoch and 
the hacking scandal, long form reporting drops at the Wall Street Journal, 
and more. 

10/24/11 25:00 1064 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and Daily 
Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss an article about Alan in the Wall 
Street Journal, an NPR producer being fired for attending an Occupy 
Washington protest, controversy over a Washington Post photograph, and 
much more. 

10/31/11 25:oo 1065 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
University at Albany Professor and investigative journalist Rosemary 
Armao discuss whether gory photographs should be on the front page of a 
newspaper, whether reporters need to show more emotion in their 
reporting, the secret in charge' of a newsroom, and much more 

11/07/11 25:00 1066 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and Daily 
Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss a letter about media coverage of 
pensions, whether radio or newspapers have more impact, why "scoops" 
are less valuable to web journalists, and much more. · 

11/14/11 25:00 1067 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
University at Albany Professor and investigative journalist Rosemary 
Armao discuss Rosemary and her team of journalists receiving a major 
award, media coverage of Herman Cain and Joe Paterno, your letters and 
much more. 

11/21/11 25:00 1068 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and Daily 
Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss Chelsea Clinton being hired to 
report for NBC, Karl Rove's ad gets yanked, different standards for in print 
and on the web, and much more. 

11/28/11 25:00 1069 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
University at Albany Professor and investigative journalist Rosemary 
Armao discuss appropriate ways journalists should cover sex crimes, media 
executives sending a letter to New York City police about treatment of 
reporters, your letters and much more. 

12/05/11 25:00 1070 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and Daily 
Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss which newspaper brands are 
credible; a British journalist who claims hacking is good, your letters and 
much more. 

12/12/11 25:00 1071 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
University at Albany Professor and investigative journalist Rosemary 
Armao discuss a U.S. court decision that a blogger is NOT a journalist, the 
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Associated Press issues staff guidelines o re-tweets, Bill Moyers calls for 
a convention to remake public TV, and much more. 

12/19/11 25:()() 1072 W AM.C's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and Daily 
Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss the Albany Times Union- purchasing 
a new press, bucking a trend in print journalism. 

12/23/11 25:00 1073 WAMC's Alan Chartocl{, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and Daily 
Freeman Publisher Ira Fusfeld discuss Kim Jong Il's tips for journalists, a 
letter about coupons, Politifact's great lie, and much more. 

01/02/12 25:()() 1074 WAMC's Alan Chartock, Albany Times Union Editor Rex Smith, and 
University at Albany Professor and investigative journalist Rosemary 
Armao discuss the stories of the year, the influence of technology on 
journalism, your letters and more. 
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10/03/11 2s:oo 1098 It's National Disability Employment Awareness Month. We look 
at programs to help educate blind and visually impaired students 
in science and technology. Then this week's Academic Minute 
professor explains why nanoparticles could make things better. 
Plus, unbelievably, 200,000 residents in the nation's capital lack 
basic literacy skills. 

10/10/11 25:00 1099 We talk with higher education reformer, Dr. Bob Zemsky, about 
his newest book of ideas. Then this week's Academic Minute 
professor explains how smell boosted the development of.larger 
brains in early mammals. And we hear the humorous sound track 
to a video that went viral which asked the question "So You 
Want to Get a PHD in-the Humanities?" 

10/17/11 25:00 1100 The slow economy is renewing the debate to get a college 
degree, in three, and save students thousands of dollars. Then, 
this week's Academic Minute professor explains how brain 
function changes with age. And we hear the dark comedy sequel 
- "Do You Want to Get a Ph.D. in the Humanities: Nine Years 
Later" 

10/24/11 25:00 1101 It's our wrap up of National Disability Employment Awareness 
Month. First, we speak with a Columbia University student 
whose learning and career opportunities improved with 
accommodations. Then, a new brain reading computer helps ID 
reading problems and dyslexia in children. And, this week's 
Academic Minute professor talks about reading comprehension. 

10/31/11 2s:oo 1102 Medicating students into submission. Just how wide spread is 
the problem? Then, an American couple helps thousands of 
refugees attend college in the U.S. And, this week's Academic 
Minute professor discusses the use of picture books in the 
classroom to improve young people's reading comprehension. 

11/01/11 25:00 1103 "TEACHING THE RESTLESS: ONE SCHOOL'S REMARKABLE 
NO-'-" RITALIN APPROACH TO HELPING CHILDREN LEARN AND 
SUCCEED" - Part 2 THROUGH THE EYES OF TEENS: WHAT 
THEY SAY ABOUT BULLYING IN SCHOOLS The Academic 
Minute 

11/16/11 25:00 1104 · SPACE HEADLINES AND UPDATES: THE FINAL FRONTIER -
ASTROBIOLOGY RESEARCH AND EDUCATION SERIES 
"IMPACT EXPERIMENTS: APPLICATIONS TO SUGARS FOUND 
IN SPACE" THE ACADEMIC MINUTE - "COASTAL GEOLOGY 
AND THE PAST" - GUEST COMMENT ARY: "THERE'S A 
POTENTIAL MASTERPIECE IN THE BLENDING OF ARTS AND 
SCIENCES" 

11/23/11 2s:oo 1105 ASTROBIOLOGY RESEARCH AND EDUCATION SERIES 
"IMPACT EXPERIMENTS: APPLICATIONS TO SUGARS FOUND 
IN SPACE" Part Two: Research Methods and Teaching College 
Science - WOMEN IN STEM: A GENDER GAP TO INNOVATION 
- U.S; STEM STATS CONTINUE TO ALARM THE ACADEMIC 
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MINUTE "PLANTS AND ANIMALS" -

. 11/30/11 25:00 1106 On this episode of The Best of Our Knowledge we discuss 
Brook Hauser's new book " The New Kids-Big Dreams and 
Brave Journeys at a High School for Immigrant Teens 

,, 
and 

Judith Kroll talks about Bilingual Learners on The Academic 
Minute 

12/05/11 25:00 1107 The Iowa Writers Workshop at the University of Iowa is the 
oldest and by far one of the most successful creative writing 
programs in the country. Graduates of the program have won 
virtually every major literary award. Today on The Best Of Our 
Knowledge, we'll visit with the current director of the Iowa 
Writers Workshop. We'll also spend an Academic Minute talking 
about the biggest sin in the writing world, whether you know 
you're committing it or not. 

12/14/11 25:00 1108 On this episode of The Best of Our Knowledge we discuss Miss 
Rusty's Class and Freedom of Speech on The Academic Minute. 

12/19/11 25:00 1109 Every year, the Princeton Review makes news with its 
announcement of the number one party school in the country. 
But they have a much more important list. Today on The Best 
Of Our Knowledge, we'll find out how the arrive at the best 
colleges ,in the country. And once you find the college of your 
dreams ... how do you pay for it? Not to worry, we'll talk to an 
expert on that too. We'll also spend an Academic Minute 
learning how happiness may or may not make this, or any 
decision, a lot easier. 

12/28/11 25:00 1110 Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge ... we'll take a look back at 
some features that made an impact on us. We'll revisit a week 
'long experience that teaches science skills for hearing impaired 
young women ... the. Tech Girlz p:rogram from the National 
Technical Institute for the Deaf. And we'll get commentary on 
being a 21st century teacher. 

09/12/11 25:00 1095 It's back to school! We remember what it was like after 9/11. 
Then we have a guest essay on Back to School and the End of 
Summer. Also, a-group of professionals talk about building safer 
schools. And' this week's. Academic Minute professor discusses 
the dangers.repeated concussions pose to school athletes. 

09/19/11 25:00 1096 Do molecules from outer space hold the key to discovering how 
Earth and humans evolved? Then, this week's Academic Minute 
professor explains the similarity between molecules and Legos. 
Plus, an educational advocate from Boston's Museum of Science 
talks with us about the importance of diversity in science. 

09/26/11 25:00 1097 New telescopes are opening a new world for scientists to 
explore, helping us learn how planets and people are made. 
Then, this wee.k's Academic Minute professor discusses the 
importance of scale in astronomy. And, our guest essay 
describes "Going Back to School Via the Solar System." 

10/3/11 25:00 1098 It's National Disability Employment Awareness Month. We look 
at programs to help educate blind and visually impaired students 
in science and techn,ology. Then this week's Academic Minute 
professor explains why nanoparticles could make things better. 
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Plus, unbelievably, 200,000 residents in the nation's capital lack 
basic literacy skills. 
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